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Motivation

Adversarial attacks on face manifold:

Results

➢ Problem description

➢ Latent Attack

➢ Adversarial attack

1. GAN-generated images can be efficiently detected by image forensic
detectors, thus, for attackers who craft fake images, endowing
generated images with anti-forensic property is of great significance.
2. Traditional attack methods can be easily noticed by human eyes
because of visible adversarial perturbation added in image space, and
result images have low visual quality.

Adding trainable adversarial perturbations on latent vector of Style
GAN.

➢ Adversarial Attack
Adding adversarial perturbations on images to fool deep learning
models,.
⚫ FGSM [1]
Single step adversarial attack based on the sign of the gradient.
⚫ PGD [2]
Multi step adversarial attack based on projected gradient.

➢ Noise Attack.
Adding trainable adversarial perturbations on noise inputs of
different levels.

➢ Ensemble Attack
To make sure our attack can succeed on different models, we craft
attack on different models in three ensemble manners: ensemble in
logits, ensemble in loss and alternative attacking.

➢ Pipeline
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➢ Image Forensics
Binary classification model to determine whether an image is fake or
not.
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➢ Style-GAN
Proposed in [3], Style-GAN can generate diverse high resolution
images. Styles of generated images are controlled by style vector,
while randomly initialized noise vectors determine stochastic details of
the images. Style-GAN has shown brilliant results on image generation.
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➢ A novel method to generate anti-forensic adversarial fake
images on face manifold
➢ Exploration of adversarial attack on GAN latent space.
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➢ Generated images from different methods
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